
QConnect DOS Overview 

General Description 

QConnect is a QVS product that runs in a DOS environment and allows non-IBM retail 

terminals to run IBM Supermarket and General Sales Applications that are designed to run on 

the IBM-proprietary 4690 OS. The terminal sales application programs designed to run in the 

4690 terminal operating system environment should run without requiring any modification to 

the program or even recompilation. In order to run without modification, the QConnect emulator 

program intercepts all operating system calls or requests from the application and performs the 

required service in the DOS operating system environment. In addition, peripheral devices such 

as printers, displays and keyboards which are accessed via 4690 driver service requests such as 

open, close, read, write, etc. are rerouted to appropriate DOS drivers to perform the desired 

service, reporting results back to the application as if the service were performed in the 4690 OS 

environment. 

There are some limitations to the functionality of the QConnect DOS system vs. the IBM 4690 

Operating system. DOS is a single-tasking system but 4690 OS is a multi-tasking system. Due 

to this difference, the QConnect DOS system does not support multiple sets of peripherals 

attached to a single base unit such as the IBM 4683 or 4693 POS terminals models 1 and 2. Also 

due to memory restrictions and other multitasking requirements, Java applications are not 

supported by the QConnect DOS product. In addition, the QConnect product is normally built 

for a specific customer or particular POS hardware vendor so if the customer decides to change 

the hardware configuration of the terminal, the customer should contact QVS to verify support 

for the changed configuration. 

 

The QConnect product is designed to be used in the 4690 store system environment. It is 

assumed that the store configuration will include at least one IBM 4690 store controller or an 

appropriately configured Windows server with the QVS Controller Services product installed 

and active. Refer to the appropriate QVS documents for complete information on the server 

products. Refer to IBM 4690 OS documentation for information on its configuration and 

operation. 

 

QConnect allows customers who have a variety of retail terminal hardware to run a common 

checkout application on all their terminals. In response to a customer request, QConnect can 

be adapted to run on most any Intel PC platform. Currently, QConnect can execute in the 

following terminal types: 

Wincor: 

BEETLE L 

BEETLE M 

NCR: 

7052 

7450 

http://qvssoftware.com/support/documentation/qconnect/26-qconnect-dos-overview.html


7451 

7452 

IBM: 

4694 

SurePOS 

 

QConnect can be installed on and loaded from a hard drive. It can be installed on and loaded 

from the Store Controller. If the terminal is set up to boot DOS from its Hard Drive, QVS 

provides an initialization sequence to the customer. This load package contains the necessary 

components of DOS, all needed drivers for the attached peripherals, and the QConnect emulator 

program. 

 

If the QConnect implementation requires an image to be loaded from the controller, QVS will 

provide that image and the appropriate loader to load that image into the terminal at boot time. 

A variety of peripherals can be attached to the QConnect DOS terminal. One major attachment 

popular with many customers is the NCR Dynakey. This unit contains an LCD display, a 

keyboard and a set of 8 keys alongside the display whose function can be dynamically modified 

as the IBM application progresses. This unit provides a significant improvement for training and 

for saving operator keystrokes. In addition, the following RS-232-attached devices are 

supported, depending on the terminal model: 

IBM 4610 printer 

NCR 7875-compatible Flatbed Scanner/Scale 

Metrologic MS9540 Hand-Held Scanner 

Wincor 2x20 display 

Wincor POS Keyboard 

NCR Parallel Port-attached 2x20 display 

NCR Serial Port-attached 2x20 display 

NCR 32 Key keyboard 

NCR 56 Key keyboard 

NCR 64 Key keyboard 

NCR Big Ticket keyboard 

Most any Pin Pad Model 

NCR compatible Hand Held Scanner 

IBM compatible Signature Capture Devices 

 

The following devices are supported only on the IBM terminal attached to an RS-485 port: 

IBM 50 Key Keyboard 

IBM Single or Dual 2x20 Display 

IBM-compatible scanner/scale 

IBM-compatible hand held scanner 

IBM 4610 printer 



IBM Mod 3 or 4 printer 

IBM Cash Drawer 

 

The following devices are supported attached to their appropriate ports: 

Cash Drawer (sometimes connected to the printer or special terminal port) 

Hand Held scanner (attached to the wedge input on the dynakey) 

VGA Monitor (color or mono) 

Configuration of Peripherals 

Some machine configuration takes place as the terminal boots. Configuration files and 

executable code used during the terminal initialization process are provided by QVS and should 

not be modified. 

 

The bulk of the terminal configuration is done as the terminal loads and reads a file from the 

controller. The file on the master store controller, ADX_UDT1\CDIFILE.000, contains most all 

the configuration information needed. It specifies the port to which most of the peripherals are 

attached in addition so some other peripheral-specific information. QVS provides the customer 

with a working CDIFILE.000 file, along with instructions on which COM port to use to connect 

each device. A copy of a sample CDIFILE.000 file is in Appendix A of this document. Study 

this to get an idea of the information that this file contains. 

 

If there are reasons why a store would install a mix of QConnect terminal types, a method is 

available to allow differing terminal types to co-exist. All terminals, as they load the QConnect 

configuration information from the controller, check to see if a CDIFILE.nnn exists where nnn 

is their terminal number. If not, they use the CDIFILE.000 default file. So, if you are trying to 

load some terminals attached to the store controller that require a different configuration than the 

others, you simply create a CDIFILE.xxx file for each different configuration that you require. 

Example: To configure terminal 21 different than the others, create a new CDIFILE and name it 

C:\ADX_UDT1\CDIFILE.021 on the store master controller. 

Configuration of the Keyboard 

QConnect must be configured to provide to the IBM application the correct function code when 

a particular key is pressed. These codes are specified in the C:\ADX_UDT1\KEYMAP.000 file 

on the Master Store Controller. An example file for a POS Keyboard is shown in Appendix B. 

Examine that file for a description of the layout of the keyboard and for an example of how 

function codes are defined for each key. 

 

In the unlikely event that you are using different keyboard types or you are configuring 

keyboards to be laid out differently in the same store, you can create unique KEYMAP files by 

using the specific terminal address as the file type instead of the default, 000. Example: you 

could create a different keymap file for terminal 21 by naming the differing keymap file: 



C:\ADX_UDT1\KEYMAP.021. As terminal 21 initializes, it would read that file instead of the 

default file, C:\ADX_UDT1\KEYMAP.000 on the master store controller. 

 

The KEYMAP files on our web site have more detailed information on key assignments: 

http://www.qvssoftware.com/help_file-QCDOS.html 

Configuration of the QConnect Terminal under 4690 OS 

In order for the terminal to load the IBM application, the application name must be set in the 

4690 terminal configuration file. The application name is the only parameter used in that file. In 

order to properly set up and load the QCONNECT terminal, a terminal definition for that 

terminal number must be created. A legacy terminal should be defined. It has to be a valid IBM 

terminal type and it has to use a valid keyboard layout (even if this information is ignored by the 

QVS emulator). When the valid terminal load for that terminal is set up, the application name 

and location must be valid since this is required by the QConnect setup. In addition, that 

terminal number must be defined in the LAN CONFIGURATION section of the IBM system 

configuration screens. Both of these configuration definitions must then be activated without 

error and the controller rebooted for the system changes to take place. 

Maintenance of QConnect emulator code 

As fixes are provided or new functions are added, QVS may provide code updates from time to 

time. In that event, the QConnect emulator module will need to be updated on each of the 

terminals. 

 

If you boot your QConnect terminals from an image located on the Store Controller, QVS 

provides a new image that replaces the old image. As each terminal is booted, the changes are 

then loaded. 

 

If you boot your QConnect terminals from a hard drive, the emulator can also be updated in an 

automated way. As each terminal boots, one of the tasks of the QConnect startup is to examine 

the master store controller to see if an updated C:ADX_UDT1\QMAINT.DAT file exists. If so, 

that file is downloaded and its contents are installed on the terminal. A more detailed description 

of the installation and use of this file is contained in Appendix C. Generally, the only module 

that receives fixes or new functions is the QConnect Emulator modules. QVS will provide you 

an updated QMAINT.DAT file to be used in updating all your terminals. 

APPENDIX A: Sample CDIFILE.000 

| |+ CDIFILE.xxx SAMPLE dated 3/16/99 | 

| |+ | 

| |+ This file replaces many of the parameters which | 

| |+ previously were specified in the KEYMAP.xxx file. | 

| |+ Any parms present in the KEYMAP file will take | 

| |+ precedence over similar parms specified in this file. | 



| |+ | 

| |+ The customer may choose to make a copy of this file | 

| |+ and strip out all comments or parameters which use | 

| |+ default values or that do not apply to his | 

| |+ configuration. The file should be named CDIFILE.xxx | 

| |+ where xxx = 000 (default) or any terminal number. It | 

| |+ should reside in the ADX_UDT1 directory of the Store | 

| |+ Controller which serves as the Master File Server. | 

| |+ | 

| |+ The format and position of the '|' are required to be | 

| |+ exactly as the are, columns 1, 10 and 70. Comment | 

| |+ lines have '+' in column 11. Save this file without | 

| |+ tab compression. | 

| |+ | 

| |+ NOTE: Do not change the format tag names (the names | 

| |+ within the first 10 characters of each line) | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Changes: | 

| |+ 8/5: Added printer definition for IBM Mod 3/4, added | 

| |+ init string sequences for CODE PAGE settings | 

| |+ | 

| |+ -------------------------------------------------------- | 

| |+ Country Code | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Use the same country code setting specified for DOS | 

| |+ | 

|country |"01" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ -------------------------------------------------------- | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Date Format | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Choose one of the following: | 

| |+ "1" m/d/y "2" d/m/y | 

| |+ "3" m.d.y "4" d.m.y | 

|date fmt|"2" | 

| |+ | 

|dynakey |"" | 

| |+ -------------------------------------------------------- | 

| |+ Print and Display Case Options | 

| |+ | 

| |+ These options apply to the printer and/or to the 2x20 | 

| |+ display (or the DYNAKEY 2x20 display area) | 

| |+ | 



| |+ "0" all uppercase | 

| |+ "1" print mixed, display uppercase | 

| |+ "2" display mixed, print uppercase | 

| |+ "3" print & display mixed | 

| |+ | 

|case fmt|"3" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ -------------------------------------------------------- | 

| |+ Note: ramdisk configuration settings | 

| |+ ?dsksize size of the number of 32K blocks for RAM | 

| |+ disk | 

| |+ ?secdir number of directory sectors | 

| |+ where '?' can be 'X' or 'Y' for the two ram disks | 

|xdsksize|"5" | 

|xsecdir |"3" | 

| |+ | 

|ydsksize|"0" | 

|ysecdir |"0" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ -------------------------------------------------------- | 

| |+ Note: COM port matching to physical COM ports | 

| |+ The IBM 4683/93 COM port is mapped to the physical | 

| |+ COM port. Only hardware COM 1 and 2 are supported, | 

| |+ opens for software 1,2,3 and 4 can be mapped to | 

| |+ to com 1 or 2. | 

|c1tohdwr|"" | 

|c2tohdwr|"" | 

|c3tohdwr|"" | 

|c4tohdwr|"" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ -------------------------------------------------------- | 

| |+ Change COM Port IRQs | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Default IRQs for COM1 - COM5 are "4", "3", "5", "11" | 

| | and "12", respectively. | 

| |+ | 

| |+ To change any COM port to use a different IRQ, modify | 

| |+ one of the following parameters. (Note: This is a | 

| |+ software-only change. The COM port hardware must | 

| |+ match this setting) | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Example: | 

| |+ To change COM4 to use interrupt 9, insert the | 

| |+ following statement: | 



| |+ | 

| |+ | 

| |+ | 

|i1comirq|"4" | 

|i2comirq|"3" | 

|i3comirq|"10" | 

|i4comirq|"10" | 

|i5comirq|"12" | 

|i6comirq|"11" | 

|i7comirq|"11" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Comm port addresses - if no value, EMU will go to | 

| |+ DOS to obtain the address of the port. If a value | 

| |+ is specified here, it will be used as the port | 

| |+ address ... period. These are Hex values. | 

| |+ example: p2pccom |"2F8" | 

|p1pccom |"" | 

|p2pccom |"" | 

|p3pccom |"" | 

|p4pccom |"" | 

|p5pccom |"2E0" | 

|p6pccom |"328" | 

|p7pccom |"3E0" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ -------------------------------------------------------- | 

| |+ Note: QConnect system messages must be strings of | 

| |+ either 40 character or 20 charecters, the strings | 

| |+ are displayed on line 1 and line 2 of the operator | 

| |+ display and thus must divide to the second line | 

| |+ coherently between charater 20 and 21, i.e., that | 

| |+ a word MUST not span the 20 to 21 character | 

| |+ boundary. | 

| |+ Note: The messasge number identifiers should not be | 

| |+ changed. | 

| |+Line 1 Line 2 | 

| |+º º | 

|w00 |"W003 CONTROLLER OFF LOOP " | 

|w01 |"W004 CONTROLLER DOESNOT RESPOND " | 

|w02 |"W006 TERMINAL ~~~ IS ALREADY IN USE " | 

|w03 |"W012 TERMINAL NUMBER = ~~~ " | 

|w04 |"Z001 ENTER TERMINAL,KEY S2 " | 

|w05 |"W008 PROGRAMME EN COURS DE CHARGEMENT " | 

|w06 |"W009 DATE FORMAT IS |||||| " | 



|w07 |"W010 DATE/TIME NOT CORRECT. RE-ENTER " | 

|w08 |"W203 SET DATE/TIME ONLY WHEN OFFLINE " | 

|w09 |"N300 DOSFREE=~~~~~~~EMU STACK=^^^^^^^ " | 

|w10 |"W200 FUNCTION NUMBERNOT VALID. RETRY " | 

|w11 |"W205 STORAGE RETENTION ENABLED " | 

|w12 |"W206 STORAGE RETENTION DISABLED " | 

|w13 |"W321 PROCESSING WAIT FOR PROMPT " | 

|w14 |"W000 NO MESSAGE PENDING " | 

|w15 |"W013 TERM NUMBER NOTCORRECT. RE-ENTER " | 

|w16 |"N320 DEFAULT APPL " | 

|w17 |"N322 CURRENT APPL " | 

|w18 |"N323 CURRENT KEY MAP" | 

|w19 |"N330 ENTER TERM # S1 71 S2 xxxx S2 " | 

|w20 |"N331 ENTER APPL S1 81xxxxxxxxxxxx S2" | 

|w21 |"N332 ENTER KEY MAP S1 91xxxxxxxxxxxx S2" | 

|w22 |"N333 APPL NAME NOT CORRECT. RE-ENTER " | 

|w23 |"N350 PERMANENT DATA READ ERROR. " | 

|w24 |"N351 PERMANENT DATA WRITE ERROR. " | 

|w25 |"ENTER APPL NAME, S2 " | 

|w26 |"ENTER TERM 1###, S2 " | 

|w27 |"ENTER KEYMAP NAME,S2" | 

|w28 |"SWIPE MANAGER CARD TO LOCK, S2 TO END " | 

|w29 |"SWIPE MANAGER CARD TO UNLOCK, S2 TO END" | 

|w30 |"ENTER MANAGER PASSWDTO LOCK, S2 TO END " | 

|w31 |"ENTER MANAGER PASSWDTO UNLOCK, S2 TO END" | 

|w32 |"MSR MANAGER CARD DIDNOT MATCH " | 

|w33 |"W400 TERMINAL NUMBERCONFLICT " | 

|w34 |"N350 ACCESS ERROR NO CDI DATA SET " | 

| |+ | 

| |+ | 

| |+ -------------------------------------------------------- | 

| |+ Note: character translation list | 

| |+ the data string must be in "x y" format where | 

| |+ 'x' is the orginal character and 'y' is the | 

| |+ replacement character | 

| |+ | 

|t0 |+"@ x" | 

|t1 |+" @" | 

|t2 |"" | 

|t3 |"" | 

|t4 |"" | 

|t5 |"" | 

|t6 |"" | 

|t7 |"" | 



|t8 |"" | 

|t9 |"" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ | 

|keyboard|"" | 

| |+ -------------------------------------------------------- | 

| |+ Set the left margin position for the 4610 DI | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Note: Applies only to Native 4610 printer mode. | 

| |+ This option is ignored for 4610 mod 3/4 mode | 

| |+ or for any other printer type. | 

| |+ | 

| |+ This value is the number of dots to move over before | 

| |+ beginning the Document Insert print line. | 

| |+ | 

| |+ 1 inch = 75 dots. | 

| |+ Maximum value is 474 dots. | 

|lmargin |"5" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Serial printer type: 4610, 7193, 7152, 7156, etc. | 

|printer |"NAT4610" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Serial printer port. | 

|ptprintr|"7" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Compress printer flag | 

|cpressed|"0" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Auto slip open flag | 

|slipopen|"0" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Coin Dispenser Port | 

|dispense|"-1" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ 2x20 Serial Operator Display | 

|2x20ser |"" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Global Scan/Scale Port | 

|sscnport|"5" | 

| |+ | 

|2scnport|"6" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ PLOURDE Pinpad Flag | 

|plourde |"1" | 



| |+ | 

| |+ CMOS Driver - normally set on! | 

|cmosdrvr|"0" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Electronic journaling for 4610 printer | 

| |+ 0 = No Electronic Journalling | 

| |+ 1 = Always perform Electronic Journalling | 

| |+ 2 = Only perform EJ when offline. | 

|ej4610 |"0" | 

| |+ | 

| |+ Tracing parms: | 

| |+ L = TRACE_LOG | 

| |+ P = TRACE_PAUSE | 

| |+ R = TRACE_QTR Remote file services trace | 

| |+ S = TRACE_SCREEN = Screen trace no pause | 

| |+ D = DCINT_V | 

| |+ T = TRACE_TOT | 

| |+ C = TRACE_COM | 

| |+ Z = TRACE_IOP | 

| |+ 7 = TRACE_PRN | 

| |+ V = TRACE_VERBOSE | 

| |+ example "LDZ7" "LDV" | 

|tracing |"" | 

APPENDIX B: Sample Keymap.000 File 

/* Row #1, left to right 

*/ 

ESC = 100 /* No Sale */ 

BKSP = 70 /* Void */ 

F1 = 90 /* Duplic receipt CB */ 

F2 = NOKEY /* */ 

F3 = 79 /* Manager Override */ 

F4 = 61 /* Sign On / Sign Off */ 

F5 = 243 /* Delayed Sales */ 

F6 = 248 /* Credit PASS */ 

F7 = 246 /* Manual CB */ 

F8 = NOKEY /* */ 

F9 = NOKEY /* */ 

F10 = 199 /* Currency */ 

/* Row #2, left to right */ 

HOME = 190 /* Panel */ 

UP = 20 



1 /* Return Deposit */ 

PGUP = NOKEY /* */ 

/* 7 */ 

/* 8 */ 

/* 9 */ 

a = 250 /* Store Coupon */ 

b = 244 /* Divers Coupon */ 

c = 99 /* Cards */ 

d = NOKEY /* */ 

e = NOKEY /* */ 

f = 247 /* Manual PASS */ 

/* Row #3, left to right */ 

LEFT = 87 /* Facture (COULD BE 87 WRONG?*/ 

? = NOKEY /* */ 

RGHT = 75 /* Qte */ 

/* 4 */ 

/* 5 */ 

/* 6 */ 

g = 245 /* Titres Services */ 

h = 93 /* Reduc Bon */ 

i = 99 /* Cards */ 

j = NOKEY /* */ 

k = NOKEY /* */ 

l = 249 /* Manual Carrefour Bon */ 

/* Row #4, left to right */ 

END = 102 /* Transfert MP */ 

DOWN = NOKEY /* */ 

PGDN = 78 /* Slash */ 

/* 1 */ 

/* 2 */ 

/* 3 */ 

ENT = 80 /* Enter */ 

m = 81 /* Total */ 

z = 92 /* Check */ 

o = NOKEY /* */ 

p = NOKEY /* */ 

q = 242 /* Manual Check */ 

/* Row #5, left to right */ 

+ = 82 /* Suspend / Retrieve */ 

- = 104 /* Pick Up */ 

0 = 73 /* Clear */ 

r = 48 /* zero */ 

s = 48 /* zero */ 

. = 00_fc /* Double zero */ 



u = 80 /* Enter */ 

v = 81 /* Total */ 

w = 91 /* Cash */ 

x = NOKEY /* */ 

y = NOKEY /* */ 

n = 00_fc /* */ 

APPENDIX C: 

QConnect Maintenance for Terminals Booting from the Hard Drive 

SUMMARY 

This article provides details about the maintenance facility used for DOS QConnect terminals attached 

to an IBM 

4680 Controller and booting from the terminal hard drive: 

· How maintenance is detected and applied 

· Potential problems that can affect the application of maintenance 

· Recovery procedures for terminals with misapplied maintenance 

MORE INFORMATION 

How maintenance is detected and applied: 

Maintenance in the QConnect environment is accomplished by use of a archive (ZIP) file that is 

transferred to the 

terminal and expanded. 

ZIP file contents: 

Typically, the zip file will consist of the modules to be upgraded on the machine and an optional batch 

file that can 

be used to perform a variety of tasks when maintenance is installed. If files to be replaced are in 

subdirectories 

under the root directory, the zip file should contain the same directory structure. For instance, if 

maintenance needs 

to replace the files C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT and C:\RETAIL\VECTOR.BAT, then the ZIP file should be built with 

subdirectory paths as well. This can easily be done by creating a directory (e.g. MAINT) on your machine 

and the 

subdirectory RETAIL under it. Place the new VECTOR.BAT in the RETAIL directory and the new 

AUTOEXEC.BAT in MAINT. From the MAINT directory, build an archive using the argument <-Pr> for 

PKZIP 

or the equivalent for other archive programs. 

 

The archive must be named QMAINT.DAT. If you want to include a batch file so that commands can be 

executed 

when maintenance is applied, the batch file must be named QMAINT.BAT. Note that since most 

terminals do not 

have a VGA display or PC keyboard, QMAINT.BAT should be written to run without operator 



intervention and 

should be thoroughly tested before distribution. 

 

Note that most Archive utilities compatible with PKZIP will work fine: however, remember that the DOS 

file 

system and the extract utility used on the terminal are not compatible with long file names. All file and 

directory 

entries archived must be in the 8.3 format, meaning no more than eight characters, followed by a 

period (.), 

followed by no more than three characters, and excluding any of the punctuation or special characters 

prohibited in 

the DOS environment. 

 

Please refer to the diagram below for the way that Maintenance functions in the terminal. Note that 

files prefaced 

with <R::> are controller files and those with <C:> are terminal files 

Terminal is Rebooted 

AUTOEXEC.BAT starts QConnect 

Does <R::ADX_UDT1:QMAINT.DAT> Exist? 

NO YES 

Does <R::ADX_UDT1:QMAINT.DAT> match <C:\QMAINT.CUR>? 

YES NO 

Start Transfer 

Input file: <R::ADX_UDT1:QMAINT.DAT> 

Output file: <C:\QMAINT.EXE> 

Were there READ errors during transfer? 

NO YES Create file <C:\QMAINT.BAD 

Were there WRITE errors during transfer? 

YES NO 

QConnect exits, returns control to AUTOEXEC.BAT 

Does the file <C:\QMAINT.BAD> exist? 

NO 

Does the file <C:\QMAINT.EXE> exist? 

YES NO 

QConnect 

executes 

normally 

Control Transferred to RUNMAINT.BAT 

Test QMAINT.EXE for Integrity 

Is Archive OK? 

YES NO 

Delete <C:\QMAINT.BAD> 

Reboot 



Rename <C:\QMAINT.EXE> 

to <C:\QMAINT.CUR> 

Reboot 

Exit to Command Line 

1 

 

Notes: 

1. RUNMAINT.BAT is in control while files are extracted from the ZIP. If a new RUNMAINT.BAT is 

needed, then it should be archived under a different name and copied on top of RUNMAINT.BAT by an 

included QMAINT.BAT. The QMAINT.BAT should then execute all of the remaining steps that 

RUNMAINT would normally execute and reboot the system without returning control to RUNMAINT. 

This will avoid problems that can occur in DOS if a batch file is changed while it is being processed. 

2. QMAINT.BAT can be used to perform a variety of operations, such as moving and/or deleting files, 

running tests, etc. 

Potential problems that can affect the application of maintenance: 

#1  Maintenance fails to transfer 

If a large number of terminals are loaded at the same time or there is an intermittent problem with the 

Network, 

maintenance may fail to transfer. If errors occur, then the terminal is reloaded and the process repeats. 

Since the 

bulk of terminals will properly retrieve the maintenance on the first iteration, the conditions will be 

much improved 

for the few terminals that need to request maintenance a second time. Note that reducing the size of 

the 

QMAINT.DAT file as much as possible significantly reduces the risk of error, as well as shortening the 

time 

required to apply the maintenance 

#2  Maintenance file is corrupt 

There remains the chance that the QMAINT.DAT installed on the controller is corrupt. The archive is 

tested before 

any files are extracted. If the archive is found to be invalid, the update will be ignored and the terminal 

will load and 

run the pre-existing version. Note that the terminal does not reboot and re-try, since a corrupt 

QMAINT.DAT on 

the controller would cause the terminals to continuously reboot until the offending file is removed. 

1 

Unzip all files in Archive, preserving directory structure 

Was there a QMAINT.BAT in the Archive? 

NO YES 

Call QMAINT.BAT 

Rename <C:QMAINT.EXE> to <C:\QMAINT.CUR> 

Delete <C:\QMAINT.BAT> (if it exists) 

Reboot 



Recovery procedures for terminals with misapplied maintenance: 

There are two possibilities here: That the basic infrastructure (AUTOEXEC.BAT, QSNBTEMU.EXE, and/or 

RUNMAINT.BAT) is corrupt and no updates will load, or that you simply want to uninstall the latest 

version. 

In any event, the customer should keep a QMAINT.DAT that includes all of the files on the terminal. 

Alternately, 

QMAINT.DAT could be unzipped (using the d command to preserve the directory structure) onto an 

archive 

machine and updates could be applied to that machine. Once the updates are in place, a new 

QMAINT.DAT could 

be created which contains the base code and any deltas you wish to install. 

In the first failure scenario (no updates will apply), the only solution is to re-initialize the terminal using 

the 

PCMCIA card that is used for new terminals and the full QMAINT.DAT. 

In order to uninstall the latest version, the simplest method would be to create a QMAINT.DAT which 

contains all 

files necessary to transform the latest release into the prior release. For instance, if an update 

contained 

QSNBTEMU.EXE and you want to back out that release, you would create a QMAINT.DAT which 

contained the 

prior (known good) version of QSNBTEMU.EXE. When this update is applied, the files will be overlaid 

with the 

prior known good versions of the files 

  

 


